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Abstract 

Financial system is the backbone of the Indian economy. RBI holds the controlling power of the Indian 

financial system and takes measure to bring the stability by controlling the supply. Due to COVID 19 

pandemic, Indian economy are going through very tough period and during this period main 

supportive hand raise by RBI by safeguarding the interest of the borrowers. The tool implemented by 

RBI was moratorium to support the borrowers by stake outing with know or unknown consequences. 

The paper focus on the current status of the Indian banks and the highlighted the negative and 

positive impact of moratorium on RBI. The paper highlights the measure taken by RBI to combat the 

stiff situation and also emphasis the role of RBI in reducing the risk of commercial banks. 
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Introduction 

Moratorium is the process where borrowers 

deferred the payment of EMI (equated monthly 

instalment) without any penalty charge against 

the non-payment to banks. RBI plays a pivotal 

role by giving relief to the borrowers facing 

liquidity crunch in this pandemic situation. On 

27
th
March 2020 RBI brought circular to provide

three-month moratorium of all types of term 

loan like home loans, vehicle loans, personal 

loans, agricultural loans, and crop loans as 

well as the dues on credit card were also 

available for the benefit of it. Again, on 

22
nd

May 2020 the moratorium time period got

further extended to another three months relief 

to the borrowers. 

Current position of Indian Banks: 

Mega merger of the banks has already taken 

place where ten large PSUs banks got 

amalgamated into four biggest banks in 2019. 

The reasons behind the merger were to 

reduce NPA suffered by weaker banks and 

tostrengthen the financial position. With that 

other benefit include like increase in the 

lending capacity, risk management, 

operational efficiency, all these enhanced the 

capability of the banks to compete with foreign 

banks. But Covid 19 has created such a huge 

impact that it has overshadowed all these 

advantages and it has thrown new challenges 

in front of the financial institutions. The current 

scenario are as follows: 

Risk of underlying assets under moratorium 

As per the Financial Stability Report of RBI 

capital to risk weighted assets of the banks 

decline to 14.8% in March 2020 compared 

from 15% in September 2019. At present Rs 

90 lakh crore stand due in the books of Micro, 

Small & medium enterprises (MSME) which is 

20% of the total outstanding loans(Sinha, 

2020). 

http://www.ajmt.org/
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Interbank market 

Interbank market refers to currency market of 

international banks operation in financial 

centres around the world. The Interbank 

market is at high risk because of which there is 

a possibility of spreading economic crisis 

across the countries. 

 

Problems of liquidity risk  

Most of the non-banking financial companies 

(NBFCs)/Non-banking financial institutions 

(NBFIs) are the ultimate sufferer amidst the 

financial institutions. They are into the 

business of short-term liquidity which results in 

substantial gap between the cash inflows and 

cash outflows. This funding gap leads to bank 

borrowing which further increase the total 

borrowing from 23.1% to 28.9%. NBFCs is 

currently standing with gross payables of Rs 

8.84 lakh crores and gross receivables of Rs 

89 lakhs crores as per financial stability report 

(Panda, 2021). 

Second largest borrowers in the financial 

system is Housing Financial companies 

(HFCs) with gross payables of R 5.91 lakh 

crores and gross receivables of Rs 0.45 lakh 

crores. These overleveraged non-financial 

sectors have to downside their bank credit 

which forges high risk in terms of their 

solvency. 

 

Decision taken by RBI to counter coronavirus 

on the economy 

RBI has constituted a team of 150 members 

who will face upcoming challenges and ensure 

the smooth functioning of the financial system. 

The following measures taken to combat with 

the current scenario are as follows: - 

Adjustment in LAF rates 

Liquidity adjustment facility is one of the 

important tools used in the monetary policy by 

RBI where bank can borrow money from RBI 

and also make loans to RBI. RBI has 

reducedthe repo rate and reserve repo rate to 

help the private and public banks to overcome 

from the financial crisis. RBI is trying to reduce 

the pain and stress level bearing by non-

financial institution and housing financial 

institutions by reducing the repo and reserve 

repo rates. 

Fix Range LAF Rates  

Effective Date Repo Reverse 

22-05-2020 4 3.35 

17-04-2020 4.4 3.75 

27-03-2020 4.4 4 

04-10-2019 5.15 4.9 

https://dbie.rbi.org.in/DBIE/dbie.rbi?site=home 

 

As per the above data RBI has frequently 

adjusted the repo and reserve repo rates to 

bring liquidity into the financial system. 

Currently the repo rate is 4% and the reverse 

repo rate is 3.35% which has opened the 

doors for liquidity of Rs 1, 37,000 crores in the 

banking system. 

 Relaxation of working capital interest 

RBI has allowed deferment in payment of 

interest on cash credit/ bank overdraft and 

permitted the banks to convert the 

accumulated interest into funded interest 

term loan (FITL) whose repayment will start 

after 31
st
 March 2021. 

 

 Net Stable funding Ratio 

Net Stable funding ratio mainly is to promote 

resilience of the banks in the long run. The 

formula used to calculate NSFR is the Total 

available Stable Funding (ASF) by Total 

Required Stable Funding (RSF) which 

should always be greater than 100% as per 

the policy norms of RBI but due to present 

outbreak of pandemic disease RBI decided 

to adjourn till 1
st
 October 2020 (RBI 2021). 

 

 Special financing facility  

To inject more liquidity in the economy RBI 

announced special financing facility to  

Rs 50,000 crores for NABARD, SIDHI and 

National Housing Bank. 

 

 Changes in NPA classification 

Announcement of 90 days relaxation in the 

loan repayment structure and further 

extension of the moratorium period 

outplayed the present NPA classification of 

the banks. These changes are providing the 

bankingsystem a huge relief from the 

stressful situation occurred due to pandemic.  

 

 

https://dbie.rbi.org.in/DBIE/dbie.rbi?site=home
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Negative impact  
 

 Where protecting the social harmony and 

health structure are the major concern, 

banks are taking measures to reduce the 

financial crisis and to increase the financial 

stability. MSME which is key pillar of our 

economy will find difficult in getting loan as 

this sector unable to meet the asset quality 

requirement of the banks.As per the test 

done by HDFC,9% of MSMEs are under the 

stress level.(Gopakumar, 2020). 

 As per the report of Fitch Rating post Covid 

19 non-performing assets are expected to 

increase to Rs 10 lakh crore which with 

increase stress level of the individual banks 

of India. As per the report of Fitch rating 

global economy fall to 2% and will take time 

to recover. (Fitch Ratings,2020). 

 Relaxation of the interest payment on 

working capital leads to probability of 

increase the bad loans as well as non-

performing assets for banks. 

 Because of frequent changes in repo and 

reverse repo rate the banks have decreased 

the rate of interest in savings account and in 

term deposits. 
 

Positive impact 

 As moratorium is a compulsory financial 

binding but still banks like SBI bank, the 

largest bank of India and Axis bank, the third 

largest bank has reported that only 10% to 

12% of the borrowers have opted for 

temporary suspension of EMI and with that 

HDFC bank has reported that it is in single 

digit.  

 Due to relaxation in LAF banks can easily 

takes the loans at low rate of interest. 

 The financial institutions reduce their stress 

level due to deferment of Net stable funding 

ratio norms which is mandatory for the 

banks to kept stability in relation to 

composition of assets quality and off-

balance sheet activities.  

 Special financingfacilityassistances the 

voluntarysectoroftheeconomybecausethis 

sectorplaysessential roleandcontribute 

major portion in ourGross domesticproduct. 

IndiagovernmenthasdepositedRs28,256to 

Rs31.77 croresindirectbenefit transfer 

account toassistthepeople suffered during 

the pandemicperiod.  (The Economic 

Times.2020). WorldBankhastakenvarious 

measures by providing $160 

billiontowardshealth, economicand 

socialshocksfacingcountries 

over15months.(The World Bank.2020) 
 

Results& Discussion: 

Two main things commercial banks need to 

focus to overcome the stress level created 

because of Covid 19 pandemic are 

a. Managing the non-performing assets  

b. Measure to reduce the slippage ratio. 

c. Operational risk 

The stress level of the commercial banks has 

increased over the period due to moratorium. 

Due to Covid 19 relief measures assets quality 

of the banks got declined abruptly.  The gross 

net performing assets of the banks and the 

slipping ratio of the Indian commercial bank’s 

charts (Fig.1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Assests Quality of the banks 

https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Publications/PDFs/0RTP2020_F3D078985540A4179B62B7734C7B445C9.PDF 
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The gross net performing assets of PSBs is 

highest as per the above graph followed by 

all SCBs. Slippage ratio takes in account 

fresh accretion in the books of bad loans of 

the banks. It is observed from the graph that 

PSBs slippage ratio was highest amongst the 

various categories of banks whereas foreign 

banks found to be in an advantageous 

position. From the graph revealed the 

increase in slippage ratio was low in 

comparison to past years.  

To remove the NPAs from the books of 

accounts of the banks implemented reduction 

as well as write off strategies. If the banks 

reduce their NPAs then they clean up their 

balance sheet, take the tax advantage and 

finalise optimise the use of the capital. 

 

Therefore, to reduce the burden of NPAs, 

banks write off those NPAs which are four 

years old where it needs to maintain 100% 

provisions. 

 
Table 1. Classification of Loan Assets by Bank Group 

https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Publications/PDFs/0RTP2020_F3D078985540A4179B62B7734C7B44

5C9.PDF 

 

From the Table 1 it has been observed the 

public sector banks standard assets 

percentage to gross advances is lower as 

compared to other banks which somehow 

increases the percentage of loss assets. Small 

finance banks position is somewhat better 

amongst the bank group. More the assets fall 

 

under the category of sub-standard, doubtful 

assets and loss where the banks need to 

maintain at least 10% of provision, henceforth 

proliferate the risk level. 

Another reason behind the outpouring of NPAs 

is the operational risk of the banks. 

 
Table 2. Frauds in Various Banking Operations Based on Date of Occurrence 

https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Publications/PDFs/0RTP2020_F3D078985540A4179B62B7734C7B44

5C9.PDF 

https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Publications/PDFs/0RTP2020_F3D078985540A4179B62B7734C7B445C9.PDF
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Publications/PDFs/0RTP2020_F3D078985540A4179B62B7734C7B445C9.PDF
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From the table 2, it is found that number of 

frauds increase by 82% in the year 2019-20 

with comparison to 2017-18. This increase 

number of frauds happen due to frequent 

occurrence of operational risk such as  

 Internal fraud like employee’s theft, 

internal trading, 

 External fraud like robbery, cheque kiting 

 Employment practices and workplace 

safety like workmen compensation, 

general liability 

 Clients, product and business practices- 

Misuse of confidential customer 

information 

 Damage of physical assets- terrorism, 

earthquakes 

 Business disruption and system failure- 

Software failure 

 Executive delivery and process 

management- Data entry errors, vendor 

dispute.  (RBI,2019-2020)

 
Fig. 2 Share of Fraud Cases: Bank Group-wise 
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Publications/PDFs/0RTP2020_F3D078985540A4179B62B7734C7B44
5C9.PDF 
 
From the Fig. 2 it has been observed that 

number of fraud cases are very high in case of 

public sector banks and private sector banks. 

More than 80% of the total amount involved 

were reported by PSBs. Total Rs 1, 

13,375crores of loss occurred in the year 

2019-20 because of various operational risk. 

(RBI, 2019-2020). 

 

Conclusion: 

The case study reveals the present situation of 

Reserve Bank of India and measures taken by 

them to combat with the banking system 

problem is remarkable. Banking system is one 

of the most vital part of our economic system 

encircling with these other economic activities. 

The case study highlights the major impact of 

Covid 19 on the Indian financial system and its 

affairs. One of the key elements used by RBI 

to tackle the current pandemic is moratorium 

which is a greatest relief given to the 

borrowers. 

It also put emphasis on the ongoing issues of 

the financial institutions and also spotlight the 

major effector of Indian banking system. The 

case also highlighted the reason behind the 

increase in stress level of banks due to Covid 

19 as well as number of fraud and damage 

arose because of operational risk. It has tries 

to describe the problems of the RBI while 

going through the path of uncertainty and risk 

exposure attached in every minute changes on 

the policy can provoke political or credit risk in 

the economy.  

Former RBI governor Raghuram Rajan said 

that “Full economic recovery takes very long 

time “Henceforth what more will happen is 

enfolded and RBI needs to be more proactive 

in reinforcing the economy.(Rajan, 2020). 
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